
Videocassette Logging Software

JZ-1
The JZ-1 Videocassette Logging Software allows users to

create logging data using a PC* and a VTR or a player from

the Sony J series models. Operation is both quick and

simple, and is based on a very straightforward GUI

provided by the PC running JZ-1 software. This software

also allows users to assemble a sequence of logged scenes

into a simple EDL prior to data export.

JZ-1 software has the ability to export log lists in a variety

of formats and can significantly enhance productivity by

speeding up the editing process in ENG applications, news

operations, and video program production.

* To use this logging software, a video capture card must be installed in the PC.  
For details, please consult your nearest Sony office.
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Create logging data with an easy-to-use GUI
In many applications, fast editing of source material is vital to success. JZ-1 tape
logging software can speed up the editing process by allowing source material data
to be logged easily and quickly. For example, in a news operation, JZ-1 software
can be operated as a quality filter so that only desired shots are included in logging
data, thus significantly reducing the amount of video material downloaded into
news systems such as Sony’s NewsBase™ system.
JZ-1 software functions by combining a VTR supporting Sony’s 9-pin interface
protocol with a PC running the software. Desired scenes can be located either by
operating the VTR transport controls or using the buttons of the GUI. By monitoring

the video from the VTR on the “Live Window” of the GUI, IN/OUT editing points can
be marked and a representative still image (Stamp picture) of the scene captured.
(Time codes and still images can also be captured using the control panel buttons
of certain VTRs when they are used as the source.)  Each captured image is saved
in an individual “shot card” with its associated time code. Comments and other
scene-related information can also be stored in the shot cards along with IN/OUT
point time codes.
By pressing the “To Card” button located under the display segment of the Live
Window, details of the selected scene can be generated/viewed, including the
camcorder serial number, date and time of the shoot, cassette ID and so on.

* JZ-1 software can handle NTSC drop frame, NTSC non-drop frame, PAL, and 
Sony 24P frame time codes.

Story boards
JZ-1 software provides a unique window for story boards where a sequence of
logged scenes can be assembled through a simple drag-and-drop operation prior
to data export. A story board (and a master board) can be printed out in black &
white or color via a suitable printer.

Exporting logged data
JZ-1 software can export log data in various formats in order to meet individual
requirements:

- AVID Log Exchange digitizing format for Avid® NewsCutter systems
- Sony BVE-9100 format for linear/non-linear editing systems
- XML format for Sony NewsBase server systems
- HTML format for web browsing

Importing Betacam SX™ shot marks and DVCAM ClipLink™ data
For enhanced logging operations, JZ-1 software offers another effective feature —
the capability of handling Betacam SX shot marks and DVCAM ClipLink data*. With
Betacam SX VTRs and players, REC. start marks and shot marks recorded on a
tape are imported into JZ-1 software, and their associated stamp pictures are
automatically generated and stored to the master board. Other shooting
information such as date, time and reel number recorded on the tape can also be
imported and displayed in the Live Window.

* JZ-1 software cannot import Index pictures of the DVCAM ClipLink function.

Tele-File™ system support
Sony’s Tele-File is a non-contact method of storing production-related data on an
IC memory embedded in a 1/2-inch cassette label. JZ-1 logging software is able
to import this Tele-File data by connecting a PC running JZ-1 software to a Tele-
File reader/writer equipped VTR/player or to an external MLU-100A Tele-File
reader/writer. When shot marks are stored in the label memory, JZ-1 software can
import their time codes and quickly generate a stamp picture for each shot mark.
Other cassette information stored to the label can also be imported and viewed in
the Live Window. Through the JZ-1interface, the Tele-file shot list data can be
trimmed and details on the material’s contents such as shot title, scene number,
comments etc can be added. This updated information can then be re-written to
the Tele-File label* for use in subsequent operations.

* The storage capacity of the Tele-File memory label is 1 kB.  Some information such as stamp
pictures cannot be written to a Tele-File memory label.

System Requirements 

PC: IBM PC/AT compatible

OS: Windows 98®/Windows 2000®/Windows NT® 4.0

Memory Capacity: 64 MB RAM minimum (128 MB recommended)

CPU: Intel Pentium® 200 MHz or faster

Display: SVGA 16-bit color or higher

Video capture device: Supporting ‘Video for windows®’ except DV

Serial ports: RS-232C port (2, one each for a VTR and a Tele-File reader/writer)

Serial cables: RS-232C to RS-422A conversion cable or RS-232C cross cable

HDD: 1 GB or more remaining, after JZ-1 software and other applications are 
installed. (Each stamp picture uses approx. 50 kB)

For details, please contact your nearest Sony office.
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